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Abstrakt: Lidé muśı sledovat v každodenńıch situaćıch v́ıce objekt̊u zároveň
(např. ř́ızeńı automobilu nebo kolektivńı sporty). Sledováńı v́ıce objekt̊u (MOT)
věrohodně simuluje sledováńı v́ıce objekt̊u v laboratorńıch podmı́nkách. Když
sledujeme ćıle v úloze s mnoha daľśımi objekty ve scéně, stává se obt́ıžné ro-
zlǐsit objekty na periférii (crowding). Přestože sledováńı by mohlo být prováděno
pouze pomoćı pozornosti, je zaj́ımavá otázka, jakým zp̊usobem lidé plánuj́ı své
očńı pohyby při sledováńı.
V naš́ı studii jsme provedli MOT experiment, ve kterém jsme účastńık̊um předložili
opakovaně několik úloh s proměnlivým počtem distraktor̊u, nahrávali jsme očńı
pohyby a měřili jsme konzistenci očńıch pohyb̊u pomoćı Normalized scanpath
saliency (NSS) metriky. Vytvořili jsme několik analytických strategíı, které se
vyhýbaj́ı crowdingu a porovnali jsme je s očńımi daty. Kromě analytických mod-
el̊u jsme trénovali neuronové śıtě na předpov́ıdáńı očńıch pohyb̊u v MOT úlohách.
Výkon navrhovaných model̊u a neuronových śıt́ı jsme vyhodnocovali na datech z
nového MOT experimentu. Analytické modely vysvětlovaly variabilitu očńıch po-
hyb̊u dobře (výsledky jsou srovnatelné s intraindividuálńımi rozd́ıly); předpovědi
založené na neuronových śıt́ıch byly méně úspěšné.
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Abstract: In everyday situations people have to track several objects at once
(e.g. driving or collective sports). Multiple object tracking paradigm (MOT)
plausibly simulate tracking several targets in laboratory conditions. When we
track targets in tasks with many other objects in scene, it becomes difficult to
discriminate objects in periphery (crowding). Although tracking could be done
only using attention, it is interesting question how humans plan their eye move-
ments during tracking.
In our study, we conducted a MOT experiment in which we presented partic-
ipants repeatedly several trials with varied number of distractors, we recorded
eye movements and we measured consistency of eye movements using Normalized
scanpath saliency (NSS) metric. We created several analytical strategies employ-
ing crowding avoidance and compared them with eye data. Beside analytical
models, we trained neural networks to predict eye movements in MOT trial. The
performance of the proposed models and neuron networks was evaluated in a new
MOT experiment. The analytical models explained variability of eye movements
well (results comparable to intraindividual noise in the data); predictions based
on neural networks were less successful.
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Introduction
In our everyday lives, we are surrounded by information which we have to pro-
cess in order to survive. Because our cognitive skills are strongly limited, we
have regulatory mechanism called attention; it filters stimuli which will reach
consciousness while others remain in unconsciousness or are not processed at all.
Attention has been studied for more than 70 years and one of the important
findings is our ability to divide it between several stimuli. Pylyshyn and Storm
(1988) developed multiple object tracking paradigm (MOT) for studying divided
attention and since then, many interesting findings have been discovered. In typ-
ical MOT task participants see a set of objects and they have to track subset of
them during motion, while other objects (called distractors) make tracking hard-
er. In variants of MOT with large number of distractors phenomenon crowding
occurs frequently. Crowding is defined as deleterious influence of nearby contours
on visual discrimination (Levi, 2008) and is closely related to our capabilities in
visual cognition. Although eye movements are not necessary for successful track-
ing, they provide us another source of information about tracking strategy and
we believe that better understanding of eye movements can help us understand
divided attention.
Because there is none Czech literature concerning presented subfield of vision, we
propose translations of crucial terms (Attachment 1).
In our study we tried to determine if crowding in MOT influences eye move-
ments. We prepared experiment in which we presented participants trials repeat-
edly while varying number of distractors. Eye movements were recorded during
experiment using video based eye tracker and we compared consistency of those
eye trajectories in repeated viewing of same trials. Consistency of eye trajecto-
ries was computed using Normalized scanpath saliency (NSS) for dynamic tasks
(Dorr, Martinetz, Gegenfurtner, & Barth, 2010). NSS computes fixation map for
several trials and consistency of new trial is then evaluated using this map. Our
second goal was to develop several strategies which would explain variability of
eye movements. There have been only several studies on eye movements strate-
gies in MOT so far (Fehd & Seiffert, 2008; Zelinsky & Neider, 2008) but they
did not take influence of distractors in account. We developed several analytical
strategies which tried to minimize crowding during tracking and compared them
with strategies from other studies. Strategies were compared using NSS metric
similarly as in the experiment. In last part of our study, we tried to train neural
networks to predict eye movements from positions of objects. Because eye data
were noisy, we had to develop several optimization to reduce noise in order to suc-
cessful train of neural networks. To validate our models, we replicated simplified
version of the experiment and tested our models on data from this experiment.
We hope this study could serve as an introductory article to interesting field
of modelling cognitive processes during visual perception from computer science
perspective. Computer science and cognitive psychology could benefit from each
other. Computer science may be a way for verifying crucial claims about human




The world around us is full of information, and only some of it is crucial for
our functioning in our everyday lives. Our brain needs to process all relevant
information, and react to it accordingly. To ensure that mind is not flooded with
all kinds of useless data, we have a process called attention. Attention can be
defined as the ability to focus selectively on specific stimulus while suppressing
others. Attention is often related to the question of consciousness, and intensive
research of attention may help us to understand what it is to be.
1.1 History of research on attention
Research on attention began during World War II, when it was discovered that
people can not focus on several stimuli at once. Welford (1952) conducted an
experiment where he presented subjects two subsequent signals separated only
by hundreds of milliseconds. He found out that their reaction time to the second
stimulus was reduced when the interval between stimuli was shorter than critical
value. He called this interval psychological refactory period, and hypothesized
that mind can start processing second stimulus after processing first one. Infor-
mation thus can not be processed in parallel, and there have to exist some sort
of bottleneck which filters amount of information.
1.1.1 Search for the bottleneck
First attentional research preferred auditory perception over visual because dur-
ing visual perception unexpected visual stimuli can occur.
Dichotic listening and coctail party effect
Early research of attention tried to find where exactly is bottleneck located
(Styles, 2006). Attentional research used dichotic listening paradigm. In dichotic
listening task, subject is wearing headphones, different pieces of information are
presented into his left and right ear, and he is told to attend to one of them. Pre-
sented stimuli are varied in order to determine what is consciously processed and
what is not. An interesting phenomenon was described by Cherry (1953) while he
was studying speech recognition. He noticed that people were able to selective-
ly attend to one auditory input while filtering out other stimuli. It was named
coctail party effect and many interesting questions have emerged (Bronkhorst,
2000).
Selective attention
There were several important selective attention theories trying to explain place-
ment of bottleneck. They mainly differ in placement of filter during sensory
processing. Broadbent (1952) presented early selection theory (sometimes known
as Broadbent filter theory), based on his findings that people almost filter out
information from one ear when they attend to the another one. According to
early selection theory, all information is placed into sensory buffer, where it is
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processed in parallel. All stimuli in buffer are evaluated and only those with spe-
cific physical attributes (as intensity of input sound, frequency, etc.) are selected
for processing. Selected stimuli are then semantically processed while others are
not processed at all (all-or-nothing approach). This theory did not correspond
with findings that some words like subject’s own name are captured even when
they come from unattended source (Moray, 1959). Another filter placement was
proposed by Deutsch and Deutsch (1963) in their late selection theory. They pro-
pose in contrast to Broadbent that all stimuli in buffer are semantically evaluated
and those with the highest importance are consciously perceived while others are
not. Filter is thus placed later in the process. Third theory which tries to find
a location of bottleneck was theory of Treisman (1960). She placed filter in ear-
ly stages of stimuli processing similar to Broadbent, but stimuli which were not
salient enough are not thrown away, but they are passed for serial processing
with weakened strength. This explains, why important stimuli like subject name
reach consciousness although it comes from unattended source. Modern theories
of selective attention work with resource models and are out of scope of this work.
See Driver (2001); Navon and Miller (2002) for more information.
1.1.2 Metaphors for visual attention
In auditory processing, subjects can attend to physical traits of stimuli like fre-
quency or wavelength, but similar discrimination was missing for visual stim-
uli. Simultaneously with placement of bottleneck metaphors of visual attention
changed. One of first metaphors presented attention like spotlight which moved
around visual field (Norman, 1968). Information from attentional spotlight is
processed while everything outside is not processed at all (or it is processed with
a weakened strength). Radius of spotlight is constant and could lead to process-
ing of unimportant stimuli (if we move spotlight from some big object to a small
one). As an alternative to spotlight with constant size, Eriksen and St James
(1986) proposed metaphor of attention as zoom lens. According to zoom lens
metaphor, subject can change radius of attended location but size of attended
radius is inversely proportional to quality of information processing.
Both metaphors assumed that attention can be only focused on the continuous
area. Awh and Pashler (2000) conducted an experiment when subject were told
to attend to two distant places. Then cues were presented to random places on
the screen and the result shown that reaction times (RT) were lower only at at-
tended places and not in space between two places. Attention thus can be divided
into several places, and we will refer to it as distributed attention.
1.1.3 Inhibition of return
We can move our attention voluntary from one place to another, but if some
place is visibly cued, we will move our attention reflexive to that spot. After this
reflexive movement, other attentional movements to the cued place will become
inhibited for short period of time. This phenomenon is called inhibition of return.
When we move our attention to cued place, this place becomes tagged and visual
system does not need to return to that place. This is probably closely related to
efficient visual search (Styles, 2006).
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(a) Cue phase (b) Move phase (c) Query phase
Figure 1.1: Multiple object tracking task
1.1.4 Object based attention
With dividable attention a question arises if we attend to two unconnected places
or if we attend to some complex structure. Duncan (1984) conducted an experi-
ment where he showed participant a rectangle with a small gap and dotted line.
Then they were asked two questions about attributes of those objects and it
turned out that is it easier to make judgments about features belonging to the
same object than judgments concerning features from different objects. Duncan
proposed that our attention is object-based and if we determine attributes from
two different objects, we have to lift our focus from one object, move it to another
one and process informations from second object.
1.2 Multiple object tracking
One of widely used paradigms for study of distributed attention is multiple object
tracking paradigm (MOT), which was introduced by Pylyshyn & Storm (1988).
In typical MOT task (Figure 1.1), subject is presented n objects (e.g. n = 8),
and objects xi (where i = 1 . . . m < n) are highlighted (they flash or change
color) for several seconds (1.1a). Then all objects return to their original state
and move randomly around screen (1.1b). After several seconds motion stops,
and subject is asked if one or more objects belonged to m (1.1c). We will denote
xi as targets and xj (m < j ≤ n) as distractors. In some variations of MOT,
light flashes on some objects during motion and later subject is queried about
those objects. This technique is called cueing and it helps us determine current
attentional distribution.
MOT is very good paradigm for studying distributed attention, because unlike
other attentional paradigm subject have to keep attention on the targets through
whole motion because they are indistinguishable during motion. Another great
advantage of MOT is its naturalistic interpretation. Subjects encounter MOT in
everyday situations e.g. watching several players during collective ball game or
watching children at playground. Important real-life application of MOT task is
airplanes traffic control where extreme tracking accuracy is required.
1.2.1 Facts about MOT
Multiple object tracking has been widely studied for almost 25 years and many
factors influencing tracking have been discovered. On average, people can track
4 targets out of 8. We will denote this configuration as 4:4 (in general m:(n-m)).
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When we increase number of distractors (m), average success rate of tracking de-
creases (Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007). The increase of movement speed of objects
also reduces tracking accuracy (Verstraten, Cavanagh, & Labianca, 2000). The
accuracy is also reduced when tracking time increases (Oksama & Hyönä, 2004).
Objects typically do not move around whole screen because monitor borders can
be interpreted as another object and interfere with tracking mechanism. Instead,
objects move in a smaller frame which size affects tracking accuracy (smaller
frame leads to reduced accuracy). If we use very small frames we will non be able
to track at all. This is probably caused by the lower limit of attentional resolution
(Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001). Complexity of objects plays important role in
tracking. Usually simple circles are used, but when we use 4 lines instead and
subjects have to track one part of line, tracking accuracy is reduced. It seems
that visual system have to have clear boundaries between targets and distractors
(Scholl, Pylyshyn, & Feldman, 2001).
Alvarez, Horowitz, Arsenio, DiMase, and Wolfe (2005) showed that if targets dis-
appear for a short period of time and then reappear on same positions, it leads to
better accuracy than if targets moved while they were invisible. This is a contro-
versial finding, because it claims that object movement is probably not predicted
during tracking.
1.2.2 MOT models
There have been several attempts to explain mechanism behind tracking. First
two theories tried to explain tracking theories without divided attention and
worked only with one attentional spotlight, the other two use more sophisticated
assumptions.
• Switching model (Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988) assumes that people rapidly
switch their attention between targets’ last locations and if they are still
in focus, they update indexes of their new locations. Attention have to
switch between targets fast enough otherwise targets can move too far or
another object can move into target’s location. This model (in its most
simple form without any form of movement prediction) was later shown as
not biologically plausible. Subjects were able to track several targets which
were so far from each other that attention have to travel on the screen faster
than any biological data support.
• According to Grouping model (Yantis, 1992) people create one coherent
object from targets (targets are vertexes of polygon) which is tracked with
attention. This model has good results, if subject is explicitly told to form
an object from target, performance usually improves.
• Multifocal attention model (Cavanagh & Alvarez, 2005) assumes that at-
tention can be divided. Visual system assigns one focus of attention to
each target and moves together with them. When objects stop moving,
each attention is focused on same targets as before. Tracking capacity of
four targets corresponds to four different attentional foci. The identity of
object is not maintained, so visual system is able only to determine if it was
member of m.
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• In FINST model (Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988), visual system assigns indexes
to the targets before movement. Indexes can be pictured as fingers pointing
at specific features of object. Those pointers move with objects. Main
distinction between FINST and multifocal attention is in role of attention
in this process. In FINST, indexes are assigned in preattentional phase, so
attention is not needed for tracking.
1.3 Crowding
Crowding is visual phenomenon which limits our perceptual cognition. Crowding
can be defined as deleterious influence of nearby contours on visual discrimina-
tion (Levi, 2008). We can see crowding effect on Figure 1.2. If we fix our eyes on
central cross, we are able to identify letter A on the left, but we can not identify
letter A on the right, because it is crowded by letters S and H. We will call sur-
rounding objects flankers. Crowding is responsible for lack of acuity on periphery
and probably corresponds to critical spacing in reading (Pelli et al., 2007).
Figure 1.2: Example of crowding effect. While fixating on cross, letter A on the
left can be identified, but letter A flanked by letters S and H can not.
1.3.1 Facts about crowding
Crowding is widely studied for almost 70 years and wide range of factors affecting
crowding have been discovered. Main factor which determines if crowding occurs
is ratio of spacing between target and flankers and eccentricity. Bouma (1970)
experimentally found out that this relation is linear and crowding occurs when
ratio of object spacing to eccentricity is approximately 1:2 (distance of objects
were measured between centers of objects). This ratio is known as Bouma’s law.
Question arises, if crowding occurs on fovea as well, but according to Bouma’s law,
objects should be so close that visual system would interpret that as occlusion.
Flanker-target similarity affects crowding. If they are partially similar crowding
effect is bigger but when target and flankers are the same, crowding does not
occur (Pelli, Palomares, & Majaj, 2004). If target and flankers differ in color or
in size, crowding is reduced (Kooi, Toet, Tripathy, & Levi, 1994). Crowding is
asymmetric - if we have two letters next to each other, the further from the fovea
will be easier to identify (Bouma, 1973). Crowding in upper part of visual field
is stronger then in lower part (He, Cavanagh, & Intriligator, 1996). This could
arise from evolution needs, because people were always more threatened from the
land then from the air.
1.3.2 Crowding models
There are many models explaining the mechanism of crowding – from low-level
anatomical models working with structure of eye to high-level attentional models
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(see Levi, 2008). All of them propose that visual information is processed in two
phases:
1. Visual system detects simple object features in visual field.
2. Features are integrated into coherent objects. Visual field is covered with
integration fields and if two or more features fall into one field, visual system
binds them to same object. Then recognition of whole objects starts and
in this phase crowding occurs, if features are binded incorrectly.
Size of integration fields is not constant. They are larger further to the periphery,
while near fovea they are smaller. This correlates with fact that crowding occurs
more on periphery.
1.4 Eye movements
Study of attention can tell us a lot about the process of acquiring information.
Main problem with attentional experiments is lack of direct measurements where
is attention focused and we can rely only on the indirect ones which measure how
tracking accuracy is influenced by varying some parameters of the paradigm. One
possibility, how to partially determine where subject is focusing his attention is
to measure eye movements. Attention can be focused on different place to where
eyes look (Posner, Snyder, & Davidson, 1980), but in complex information pro-
cessing tasks, they are probably closely related (Rayner, 1998).
Eye movements have been studied for more than 100 years and we can divide re-
search into three eras. First era (from 1897 to 1920s) was mainly focused on eye
movements in reading and many important facts have been discovered. Second era
of research (1920s-1970s) started to infer cognitive processes via eye movements,
but it was strictly limited with current technology. Third era (since 1970s) start-
ed with technological advance when more accurate measurement systems were
available.
1.4.1 Eye trackers
There are three types of eye trackers used for recording eye movements (Rayner,
1998):
• Contact eye trackers – eye trackers of this type attach special contact lens
to the eye and assume that this lens will not slip during rotations of the
eye. There can be embedded mirror inside of contact lens and this tight
connection provides extremely sensitive eye tracking capabilities.
• Non-contact eye trackers – these eye trackers measure eye movements using
cameras or some other optical sensors. Video based eye trackers compute
eye coordinates from center of pupil and corneal reflection. Optical methods
are non-invasive and often used for gaze tracking.
• Tracking using electric potential measurement – eye trackers from third
group measure electric potential with electrodes placed around eye. When
eye moves it changes electrical potential field and from those changes are eye
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coordinates calculated. Measuring of electric potential is very good method
for detecting and measuring saccades and blinks, but it has problem with
slow eye movements.
Although there has been discussion about measuring and evaluating eye move-
ments (McConkie, 1981), no measurements standards have been adopted. How-
ever, even with the lack of measurements standards, many studies regarding eye
movements have been successfully replicated (Rayner, 1998).
1.4.2 Visual angle
Eye consists of lens which project objects to retina. If we want to measure some
phenomena of visual system, object size in metric unit would be ambiguous,
because if we have two objects of size s1 and s2 = 2s1 in distances d1 and d2 =





). In research of visual
perception, degrees as unit are used instead to capture the ratio between real





where s is real object size, d is distance of object from eye and α is object angular
size.
1.4.3 Types of eye movements and visual acuity
There are four basic eye movement types: saccades, smooth pursuit, vergence
movements and vestibulo-ocular movements. Saccades (fast movements of the
eye changing location where the eyes look) are most important for processing of
information. Intervals between saccades when eyes are relatively still are called
fixations. Visual system does not acquire any information during saccades, this
phenomenon is called saccadic suppression. It is still an open question, whether
cognitive process are suppressed during saccades as well (see Rayner, 1998). Sac-
cades and fixations are measured in milliseconds and their length depends on
task:
• saccades - from 30 ms in reading tasks to 50 ms in scene perception
• fixations - from 225 ms in silent reading task to 330 ms in scene perception
Information is processed only during fixations and efficiency of processing depends
on area of visual field. Visual field can be divided into three regions with different
acuity and efficiency of processing information:
• foveal - central circle with diameter 2◦, best efficiency
• parafoveal - annulus with radius from 2◦ to 5◦
• peripheral - rest of visual field, worst efficiency of processing
When some stimulus lies in parafoveal or peripheral region visual system could
make a saccade to bring object near fovea, if characteristic of stimulus requires
so. We can divide visual field by different criterion to regions (Sanders, 1967)
where
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• stimulus can be identified without eye movement
• stimulus can be identified only with eye movement
• stimulus can be identified only with head movement
Even during fixations eyes move a little. We can distinguish three types of those
small movements: nystagmus, drifts and microsaccades. Those movements are
probably results of imperfect control of occulomotor system. In majority of ex-
periments those movements are considered as noise.
Another type of eye movement important for MOT tasks is smooth pursuit.
Smooth pursuit is much more slower then saccades and information is not sup-
pressed during this kind of movement.
1.4.4 Comparing eye trajectories
Eye trajectories can be described as sequence of tuples (xi, yi)
t
i=1, where xi and yi
are coordinates of eye in time i and t is total time of eye movements. We will call
this trajectory of eye movements in time as scanpath. This term was first used by
Noton and Stark (1971) in their controversial theory. They assumed that when
we saw a new object, we store succession of fixations into memory and then later
at recognition phase we simply follow the stored scanpath. This theory is now
obsolete, but term scanpath is still used. Synonym to scanpath is scan pattern
which is not related to theory of Noton and Stark.
It is a quite difficult task to compare scanpaths and there is no obvious metric for
comparison. If two trajectories are twice as far, are they twice as different? What
if two trajectories are similar, but just shifted in time, how different they should
be? Good similarity metric should meet following criteria (Dorr et al., 2010):
• It should be resistant to large outliers.
• Trajectories, when all but one of the subjects look at location A and one
subject looks at some other location B, should be more similar then if half
of subjects look on the A and the other half on the B.
• There should be no hard threshold on similarity, because of inaccurate
spatiotemporal measurements of eye trackers.
• Its values should have intuitive meaning.
We would like to present some approaches to comparing similarity of scanpaths.
Clustering algorithms
One approach to comparing similarity are clustering algorithms. Clustering algo-
rithms divide fixations into the clusters and then compute for each trajectory per-
centage, how much of trajectory fixations falls into the all but one clusters. Com-
monly used clustering algorithms are EM and k-means. See Duda, Hart, and Stork
(2001) for description of those algorithms. Clustering algorithms are resistant to
outliers and they are intuitive, however they use fixed threshold value for deter-
mining whether fixation falls into the cluster. Santella and DeCarlo (2004) pre-
sented smoothing of thresholds, but it makes scaling of the cluster unpredictable,
so even two distant fixations can be classified as similar.
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Editing algorithms
Another method for measurement of similarity is editing algorithms. These al-
gorithms assign letters to the regions of space and then convert scanpaths to
corresponding strings of those letters. We can compare similarity of two strings
by string editing algorithm which sums penalties for insertion, deletion or mis-
match of letters. Problem with editing algorithm is that they need to have a
priori specified regions of interest for letter penalty table. Editing algorithms
usually did not consider order of fixations, but there exist modifications for cases
where order of fixations matters (Clauss, Bayerl, & Neumann, 2004).
Fixation map
One of noise resistant methods operates with fixation maps (noise resistant means
that there can be some artifacts in eye trajectories). Fixation maps are created by
additive superpositions of Gaussians which are centered at each fixation location.
Summing of fixations from different scanpaths produces smooth value map which
does not suffer from large outliers. Fixation map similarity metric is often defined
as
∑
i,j (fx(i, j)− fy(i, j))
2 where fx(i, j) and fy(i, j) are values from fixation
maps x and y at position (i, j). Fixation maps are good metric for static scenes
(Dorr et al., 2010).
Kullback-Leiber Divergence
Kullback-Leiber Divergence is a robust method based on information theory.
It was introduced by Rajashekar, Cormack, and Bovik (2004) and improved by
Tatler, Baddeley, and Gilchrist (2005). KLD specifies information provided from
one distribution given knowledge about another distribution. KLD is good simi-
larity measure, but it is not intuitive - identical scanpaths have zero KLD value
and we do not have straightforward interpretation for non identical scanpaths.
1.5 Conclusion
Visual perception is an interesting field of study. We have introduced basic infor-
mation about attention and presented paradigm multiple object tracking for re-
search of distributed attention. We have described phenomenon crowding which
occurs during visual perception. Finally, we have introduced some basic facts
about eye movements and we did a short review of techniques for comparing eye
trajectories. In out study, we decided to use Normalized scanpath saliency metric
(NSS) which meets all criteria for good similarity metric. We will present this
metric later in more thorough form.
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2. Machine learning
In this chapter we would like to review several concepts about machine learn-
ing in general and especially neural networks, which we will used later in the
study. Machine learning is a subfield of computer science which focuses on tech-
niques which can be used for learning some pattern in data. Machine learning
algorithms can be divided into four groups: supervised learning, unsupervised
learning, semi-supervised learning and reinforcement learning. For supervised
learning techniques, we have training inputs and corresponding outputs. Super-
vised learning can be used for prediction - program tries to predict value for
given inputs or classification - program for given sample determines which class
it belongs to.
2.1 Learning strategies
In machine learning in general, we assume we have set of training data T . This
set is divided into three subsets:
• Training set - this set will be used for training model
• Validation set - this set will be used for cross validating learned model
• Testing set - this set will be used for performance testing of model
Typically, we divide T in ratio 0.7:0.15:0:15 (Testing:Validation:Test) to ensure
best performance. Sometimes validation set is omitted but it can lead to overfit-
ting. Overfitting means that algorithm learned training data too well and does
not generalize well on other inputs. If we stop training too soon, it could lead to
underfitting which means that algorithm did not learn data well.
2.2 Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are mathematical models used for machine
learning. Artificial neural networks are inspired by neural connections in human
brain. The first concept of artificial neuron was described by McCulloch and Pitts
(1943). Another important father of ANN was Donald Hebb (Haykin, 1999) who
extended concept of McCulloch and Pitts with rule currently known as the Hebb
Rule. In 1958, Frank Rosenblatt showed limitation of perceptron in inability of
learning XOR function. In the 1980’s research of ANN was founded and they
have been widely used since then. ANN have many applications in computer
science, biology, economics or psychology.
2.3 Multi-layer perceptron network
Best known (and probably most used) are multi-layer perceptron networks. Mul-
tilayer perceptron (sometimes referred as feedforward network) consists of input
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layer, one or more hidden layer and output layer. Signal is propagated from in-
puts to outputs (feed forward) using activation function. MLP are generalization
of simple perceptron and can be used for classification or regression.
2.3.1 Structure of network
In general, we can visualize neural network as oriented weighted graph with spec-
ified input and output subsets of vertices. Typical example of neural network can
be seen on Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Example of neural network with one hidden layer.
General neural network does not have any constraint on edges, so there can
be recurrent edges or cycles. Multi-layer perceptron network is a special case of
ANN, where following conditions hold:
• Graph is acyclic.
• Set of neurons N can be divided into k subsets N1, . . . , Nk, where each two
subsets are disjunctive. Those subsets are called layers.
• There are all connections between neurons from two subsequent layers are
there no connection between neurons in one layer or between two non-
subsequent layers.
We will denote N1 as input layer, Nk as output layer and N2, . . . Nk − 1 as
hidden layers. With these conditions, we can define MLP network (Trenn, 2008)
as quintuple
M = (k, ~n,W, ~σ, ~ϑ),
where
• k is number of hidden layers
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• ~n = {n0, n1, . . . , nk} is vector of number of neurons in hidden layers
• W = {W1, . . . Wk} is vector of matrices of weights between layers
• ~σ = (σ1, . . . , σk) is vector of activation functions for every layer
• ~ϑ = {ϑ1, . . . , ϑk} is vector of biases
Values of weight matrices should be chosen uniformly from interval 〈−α, α〉 for
some α with mean value zero.
2.3.2 Learning
If we are using neural networks, we need to train them to correctly compute
values to input data. We will assume that set of input data T is in format
T = {(xi, di)}
n
i=1, where di is output for input xi and n is count of samples. We
present neural network one sample at time and network adapts for this sample.











where n denotes number of samples, yj, p denotes output value of j-th neuron in
output layer for p-th training sample and dj,p denotes desired output of p-th sam-
ple dp. This error is in literature often called mean squared error. Sometimes we





i,j, where wi,j are all weights between layers,
m is number of all weights and λ is parameter regulate contribution of this term
to overall error. This term is used for preventing overfitting and this technique
is called regularization.
Simple algorithm for training neural network is called backpropagation. This
algorithm computes gradient of the error of the network and adapts weight ac-
cordingly. For correct behavior of this algorithm, activation function has to be
differentiable (this holds for logical sigmoid). Training of neural network using
backpropagation for one sample consists of two steps.
• In the first step, we present network an input vector ~x. Then we propagate
this information from input layer to output layer through hidden layers. To





where yj represents output of j-th neuron in i+1 layer, wj′,j ∈ W
i is weight
between j′-th neuron in layer i and j-th neuron in layer i+1, ϑj is bias for
j-th neuron and σi is an activation function for i-th layer. One of the most





Argument ξ is called potential inspired from biological neural networks.
Learning parameter λ changes steepness of sigmoid around zero. Another
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possibility for activation function can be hyperbolic tangent sigmoid or
linear function (linear function is often used as activation function in output
layer, if inputs are normalized). Hyperbolic tangent sigmoid is similar to
logical sigmoid and it is often used for better performance.





and adapts weight function recursively from output layer to input layer (that
is why is this algorithm called backpropagation). For MLP with sigmoid
activation functions, weights are adapted using following rule:











and α is parameter controlling speed of convergence.
For proof see (Haykin, 1999, p. 183)
Training neural network with sigmoid function is NP-hard, but in real life situa-
tions, neural networks converge to optimum quite fast.
There are many other training algorithms, for example: Gradient descent with
momentum (Rojas, 1996, p. 186), stochastic gradient descent (Amari, 1993)
or Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation (Hagan & Menhaj, 1994). Levenberg-
Marquardt backpropagation tries to find numerical solution to the error function
minimization using Jacobian matrix. Detailed description of this algorithm is
beyond scope of this study.
2.3.3 Function approximation
One of great advantages of MLP are their universal approximation capabilities
(Š́ıma & Neruda, 1996). If we have MLP with one hidden layer and activation
function is continuous, nonconstant and bounded on set X ⊂ Rn, we can ap-
proximate every function from C(X) arbitrary close, if hidden layer has enough
neurons. Here C(X) denotes metric space of all continuous functions over com-




For proof see Š́ıma and Neruda (1996, p. 335).
This is very useful theorem. We do not need to create MLP with more than one




In first MOT experiments, research was focused on performance during track-
ing. Pylyshyn and Storm (1988) were interested only on attentional tracking so
they measured eye movements and excluded trials in which eyes move too much.
Twenty years later situation begin to change and question arises, what eye move-
ments can tell us about attention. We designed an experiment in which we try
to find answers to questions concerning eye movements in information rich tasks
such as multiple object tracking with crowded displays.
3.1 Introduction
Most research of MOT tracking used classical ratio 4:4 of targets and distractors.
We assumed that if we increase number of distractors, task will become more de-
manding on processing of information and eye movements and attentional focus
would be more related. We presented subjects with some tracks repeatedly and
we measured consistency of their eye movements. There are several ways how
to measure eye movements, we used normalized scanpath saliency (NSS) metric
which is good measure for comparing consistency of trajectories. On scenes with
more objects, crowding would occur more and we wanted to find out, if it would
influence consistency of eye movements. We wanted to examine direct effect of
crowding on tracking, so we created special type of trial, in which presented num-
ber of distractors has varied across blocks. If crowding has no effect on tracking,
we should got similar consistency as in repeatedly presented trials.
To ensure that tracking would be similarly difficult for all participants, we varied
movement speed using staircase method described by Cornsweet (1962) modified
for MOT tasks.
Our another goal was to find some analytical strategies which could explain vari-
ances in behavioral data from experiment.
3.2 Method
3.2.1 Participants
Ten subjects (4 males, 6 females) have participated in experiment. Mean age was
22.18 years. They all have participated voluntarily and all of them have normal
or corrected to normal vision. They were naive to the purpose of the experiment
and none of them have participated in multiple object tracking task before.
3.2.2 Apparatus
Experiment was programed in MATLAB with installed Psychtoolbox-3 (Brainard,
1997; Pelli, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007). Psychtoolbox-3 is set of
MATLAB and GNU/Octave functions for vision research. Its main advantage
is low-level approach which enables exact stimulus control. On the other hand
MATLAB is robust high-level interpret language which makes process of creating
experiment easier than coding it in low-level language only. Brief documentation
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can be found in Attachment 2 and more thorough on the cd. Because we needed
to have latency as low as possible, we presented experiment on operating system
Ubuntu 10.10 with real time kernel. Experiment is able to run on Windows, but
we will not get exact timing. We used 19” CRT monitor with resolution 1024 x
768 and frequency 85Hz. LCD monitor is not good for displaying data in experi-
ments, because they produce shadow artifacts after movement. Participants have
their head positioned on the chin rest 50 cm away from screen to ensure same
visual angle.
Eye tracking
Participants have eye tracker positioned on their head during whole experiment
and it recorded their eye movements. We used video-based eye tracker EyeLink
II version 1.05, because it has highest resolution (noise limited at < 0.01◦) and
fastest data rate (up to 500 samples per second). EyeLink II is ideal for sac-
cade analysis or smooth pursuit tasks such as multiple object tracking and it uses
heuristics for detecting saccades and fixations. We worked with eye positions only
because tracking in MOT is mostly done by combination of smooth pursuit and
saccades and we were not interested in classification of types of eye movements.
EyeLink II consists of an adjustable headband with attached cameras which scan
pupils. There are four markers attached on monitor which are read by small cam-
era on the headband. Those markers are used for computation position of the
headband in reference to monitor. Main experimental computer was connected
to another computer with a software to control eye tracker. During experiment,
data were sent to this computer and when experiment finished, binary file with
trajectories was sent back to the experimental computer.
To minimize error of measurements of eyes, eye tracker had to be calibrated for
each participant and we had to make drift correction often to update coordi-
nates for each trial, because headband can slide and then all coordinates would
be incorrectly computed. We used 9 point calibration which ensures little track-
ing error while achieving this error should not be problem for most participants.
During 9 point calibration, one dot was shown on the center of the screen and
when participant looked on the dot, it moved to another place on the screen. Dot
changed its position 9 times in total and coordinate system (reference for eye po-
sitions towards monitor) was computed. Calibration was followed by validation,
in which dot moved around screen as in calibration and measured eye positions
were compared to coordinate system. After calibration, the eye with lower error
is selected for tracking. In drift correction, participant had to look on a dot in
the center and eye tracker corrected coordinates to compensate for error between
central dot and eye coordinates. Drift correction is very useful when correcting
for slides of headband.
EyeLink II sends data every 4 ms (250Hz) and each data record of eye movements
consists following information:
• x and y coordinates – coordinates were measured towards center of the
screen; in pixels
• time stamp – time information were taken from internal eye tracker counter;
in ms
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• pupil size – radius of measured pupil; in arbitrary unit
3.2.3 Procedure
Experiment was divided into two parts: calibration and testing. Main purpose of
calibration phase was to find out individual movement speed of objects for each
participant in which he can track accurately in 4:12 task (medium difficulty).
This speed adjustment should make classification of difficulty of trials consistent.
Stimuli
We used gray dots with radius 0.5◦. In testing phase the number of presented dots
varied in each trial from minimum ratio of targets and distractors 4:4 to maximum
4:20. We classified trials to three categories based on number of distractors in
trial:
• easy trials – 4-8 distractors
• medium trials – 9-13 distractors
• hard trials – 14-20 distractors
Calibration part
Trials in calibration part consisted of cue phase, move phase and query phase.
In cue phase targets were highlighted (they changed color to green) for 2 s and
participant had to prepare for tracking. In move phase targets’ color returned
to gray, and all dots began to move. Objects were moving randomly for 8 s
in rectangle 30◦ × 30◦ and they bounced from borders of that rectangle (similar
behavior as light reflection). Dots occluded each other, but in the last 5% percent
of the trial they started to bounce to ensure that they would not stop in the same
place because it could confuse participants. Each dot could change direction in
each frame with probability 3%. In query phase all dots stopped moving and
participants had to select targets with mouse. A dot changed color to yellow on
click. If subject correctly selected all targets, speed for next trial was increased
by 0.3◦/s, if he had one or more mistakes speed decreased by 0.6◦/s. There were
15 trials in total in calibration and trajectories for every trial were generated on
the fly. Final speed from calibration part was used as movement speed in testing
part. Eye movements were not measured in calibration phase. Number of targets
selected correctly was shown after each trial.
Testing phase
Trials in testing part of experiment had the same cue phase and move phase, they
differed in query phase. In query phase yellow square frame was shown around
one of dots and participant had to respond if the dot belonged to the targets.
Participants responded by left and right arrow (right arrow if dot was one of the
targets, left if it was not). If participants responded correctly, color of queried
dot changed to green, if incorrectly, color changed to red. Experiment consisted
from 4 blocks, in each block there were 20 trials. There were three types of trials:
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• Repeating – repeating trial was presented in each block once, so participant
saw the same trial repeatedly for four times.
• Changing – in changing trials, one trajectory was generated for configura-
tion 4 : 20 and in each block, different subset of distractors was presented.
Presented subsets were ordered by inclusion. Formally if N was set of dis-
tractors, for changing trials and s1 ⊂ s2 ⊂ s3 ⊂ s4 ∈ N were presented
subsets in each block, but they were presented in random order.
• Random – each random trial was presented only once for each subject. Ran-
dom trials were used to mask the fact that some some trials were presented
repeatedly (repeating trials and changing trials)
There were 3 different repeating trials for each difficulty category (3 × 3), 5
increasing trials and 6 random trials in each block, 20 trials total. Order of trials in
each block was random and each subject had different set of trials. All trials were
generated prior to experiment with movement speed 5◦/s and because movement
speed for participants could differ based on their performance in calibration phase,
dots trajectories were interpolated to move with participant’s speed.
Eye movements were recorded only during cue and move phase, we were interested
in eye trajectories only during tracking. We calibrated eye tracker before each
block and we did drift correction before each trial. Participants did not take off
eye tracker between blocks. Experiment was administered by one experimenter
and all participants heard the same instructions. Each participant was queried
after experiment if they used some strategy for tracking and asked about their
personal experiences of experiment.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Calibration phase
It turned out that calibration phase was too hard and 8 participants ended at
minimal speed 2◦/s and 2 participants with speed 2.2◦/s. Slow movement speed
could lead to more eye movements because participants would not have lost as
much information about dot positions during saccades because of saccadic sup-
pression. Because participants responded by selecting targets, we had ensured
that they successfully tracked all targets. It means that eye movements for medi-
um difficulty trials should be correlated with strategy employed for successful
tracking 4 targets.
3.3.2 Parsing data
Raw data from eye tracker were converted from binary format to ASCII format
using utility software from EyeLink II. We sent additional messages into file with
eye movements during experiment to identify which eye trajectories belong to
which trial. However, EyeLink II sometimes did not send messages correctly so
we were not able to identify cue or move phase in all cases. All missing cue phases
and move phases were inspected by hand, because each trial can be missing from
several reasons and sometimes we were able to add missing information into raw
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data and to repair incorrectly added messages. Because EyeLink II used internal
timer and sampling rate was 4 ms, trial starts could differ by 1-4. To ensure com-
parability of eye records from different trials we normalized all trials to length
7400 ms, so each trial contained 1850 samples.
Trial was 10 s long, so people sometimes blinked. We had to find and remove
blinks by our heuristics. In general, eye blink are identified as fast vertical move-
ment with decreasing pupil size. We discussed several criteria for finding blinks:
1. samples with y coordinates > 15◦ below screen center.
2. samples with saccade speed < sl where sl is experimentally stated critical
saccade speed
3. samples with pupil size < pl where pl is experimentally stated critical pupil
size
Variant 1 has been shown as not a conclusive criterion because not all blinks
were classified as vertical movements below the rectangle in which dots moved.
We computed saccade speed for two consequent coordinates, but we found this
criterion inconclusive as well. Variant 3 seemed as best criterion for finding blinks.
We have inspected several eye trajectories and set critical value pl for blinks as
75% of maximal pupil size in trial. This condition was good enough to find most
blinks (see Discusion for better methods for finding blinks). We also discarded all
samples where x and y coordinates were > ±15◦ because it means that participant
was distracted or tired and looked away from the rectangle, in which the dots
have moved. Sometimes headband could slide a little (participant wrinkle his
forehead). This was demonstrated as a ”long look” outside rectangle. Because
we wanted to compare trajectories, we needed only trajectories with minimum
data removed. Trials with more than 10% of eye data removed were discarded as
invalid. We can see some typical examples of eye trajectories on Figure 3.1
We have to discard 8% of all trials because of following errors:
• missing data – 17%; no data was recorded for this trial
• wrong size of trial – 50%; this error occured if some of messages separating
phases were sent incorrectly
• too much blinks – 33%; trial were discarded because of too much blinks /
too much looks outside of rectangle
Overall tracking accuracy was 91.1%, we did not have to exclude any partici-
pant because of low accuracy (lowest accuracy was 80%). Accuracy decreased
with difficulty as we can see on Table 3.1. Difference in accuracy is significant
(F (2, 797) = 12.35, p < 0.001) and decreases with increasing number of distrac-
tors. The observed accuracy is still higher than chance level.
3.3.3 Comparing trajectories
After preprocessing data, we compared trajectories using Normalized scanpath
saliency (NSS) method. NSS was described by Peters, Iyer, Itti, and Koch (2005)
for static scenes and modified by Dorr et al. (2010) for dynamic scenes. It meets
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Figure 3.1: Typical plot of eye coordinates and pupil size in time. Red lines
are unprocessed data, blue lines are data after removal of blinks and violet line
corresponds to critical value for pupil size.
all criteria for good similarity metric and it s fast to compute. NSS computes sum
of fixation maps for all trajectories but one and then normalizes this distribution
to have unit standard deviation. From this scaled distribution we compute NSS
value with intuitive meaning. NSS values around zero correspond to uncorrelated
scanpaths, negative values correspond to highly dissimilar eye movements. We
get high NSS value for trajectories which tends to be similar as summed fixation
map. Formally:
Let ~xk = (x, y, t) be spatiotemporal coordinates for trial k, M is length of trials,
Sk = {k1, . . . , kN} be training set of trials, where k1, . . . , kN are corresponding
trials for comparison. In our experiment, M = 1850, because normalized length
of all trials was 7400 ms with sampling each 4 ms (7400/4 = 1850) and N = 3,
because we had one instance of repeating trial in each block and we left one out
for each comparison. For example, if we had one repeating trial in 4 instances
with ids 9, 23, 45, 77, we have S23 = {9, 45, 77} etc. We computed spatiotemporal
Gaussian centered around ~xj:

























Table 3.1: Means and standard deviation for accuracy grouped by difficulty.
for some input vector ~x = (x, y, t), where σx, σy, σt are parameters of Gaus-
sian. Those parameters were set to values σx = σy = 1.2
◦ and σt = 26.25 ms
and approximately correspond to size of fovea and mean length of short fixation
(Dorr et al., 2010). Some spatiotemporal coordinates in scanpaths could be miss-
ing because of blink removal, we treated those missing data as if those coordinates
were very far, so corresponding value of Gaussian would be zero.






This fixation map was normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation.





where F (~x) and s(F (~x)) are sample mean and standard deviation. NSS value for








where N ik( ~xk) is i-th component of normalized fixation map for vector ~xk. We
can see process of computing NSS values for trajectories from repeating trials in
Figure 3.2
For better understanding of scaling of NSS values, we created a heatmap which
visualizes how NSS decreases. In Figure 3.3 we compared two trajectories which
differ only in combination of two parameters. First parameter represents overall
distance of two trajectories where zero distance means that trajectories are the
same (that means NSS value is high). Second parameter represents percentage
of incoherency between two trajectories (percentage of scanpath, in which they
are very distant – for those parts we get value of Gaussian approximately zero,
while other parts are identical or varied by other condition). For example, point
(0.5◦,10%) corresponds to two trajectories which are distant 0.5◦ from each other
in 90% of scanpath and they are very far from each other in 10%.
We implemented computation of NSS value as an operation on 3-dimensional
matrices. Because algorithm works on discrete values, we reduced scanpaths to
bins with size 0.25◦ for x and y coordinates and 50 ms for time coordinate. We
could use a finer discrimination, but it would lead to similar results (Dorr et al.,
2010).
We computed NSS for all repeating, changing and random trials. When com-
































































(c) Fixation map of several scanpaths.
Figure 3.2: Visualization of computing NSS value. Red areas represent parts of
scanpaths which were fixated in several trials, light blue ones represent parts of
scanpaths which were unique in one of trials.
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Figure 3.3: NSS values for two trajectories which varies in overall distance and in
incoherence (percentage of trajectory in which they are very far from each other).
presented subsets. Random trials were only used as a baseline. To ensure com-
parable results when computing NSS for random trial, we did not use all other
trials as Sk set, but we only randomly selected 3 from other available trials.
We used NSS values for measuring similarity of one scanpaths to the others (we
could compute NSS with fixation map from only one another trajectory, but those
values would have different scale); alternatively, we could talk about prediction
of one trajectory from other and in this case NSS value would be a quantification,
how good this prediction was.
Results of comparison
Statistical analysis for NSS values were done in program R (RDC Team, 2012).
Basic descriptive statistic on Table 3.2 shows high standard deviation for repeat-





Table 3.2: Mean values and standard deviations for each category
We compared NSS values of each trial type using one-way ANOVA. Test
showed significant differences between types (F (2, 87) = 198.4; p < 0.001). Post-
hoc tests have showed significant difference between repeating and changing trials
(t(510) = 3.378; p < 0.001). We can see on Figure 3.4 significant decrease of
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consistency between repeating and changing trials. This supports our hypothesis
that if we increase number of distractors, eye trajectories will be affected. Detailed
visualization of differences between repeating and changing trials can be seen on
Figure 3.5. Post-hoc tests showed that difference between repeating and changing
trials was significant for easy trials (t(190) = 3.353; p < 0.001) and for hard trials
(t(162) = 2.288; p = 0.023).
Figure 3.4: Difference among all types are significant. Consistency for random
trials was used as a baseline value. We can see a significant decrease of con-
sistency between repeating and changing trials, which supports our claim that
the increase of distractors would affect eye movements. Vertical lines denote
confidence intervals in each category.
We can see comparison of difficulties for repeating trials on Figure 3.6. ANOVA
test showed no significant difference among difficulty categories for repeating tri-
als (F (2, 86) = 2.036; p = 0.137). However, it seems there is a strange trend in
consistency of eye trajectories. For easy and hard trials, consistency is slightly
higher than for medium trials. We think consistency for easy and hard trials is
high because in easy trials, there are not many other things to look at and in
hard trials, the difficulty of tracking is so high that there are not other strategies
to track targets. In medium trials there can be more strategies which could be
used for tracking, so the consistency decreases. Our difficulty classification was,
however, too gross, and we should use more participants for more solid data.
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Figure 3.5: Detailed visualization of NSS values between repeating and changing
trials. We left out random trials, they were only used as a baseline. The difference
between easy and hard difficulties was significant. Vertical lines denote confidence
intervals in each category.
3.4 Discussion
We designed an experiment which tried to determine if crowding had some effect
on consistency of eye trajectories. It turned out that if a participant saw same
trial repeatedly, consistency of his eye movements was high. For comparison we
used trials in which number of distractors increased across blocks. If crowding did
not affect tracking, additional distractors would not have effect on consistency of
changing trials, so we should get similar NSS values for repeating and changing
trials. NSS values for repeating trials and changing trials differ significantly so
crowding somehow affects tracking. When we compared consistency of trials
with different difficulty, we did not find out any significant difference, however it
seems that there is decrease of consistency for trials with medium difficulty. We
think that in general, multiple strategies can be used for tracking, but in trials
with easy difficulty there are not enough distractors to use some sophisticated
strategies and in trials with hard difficulty some tracking strategies could lead to
bad tracking performance so participants do not use them. In trials with medium
difficulty, several tracking strategies can be used while maintaining high tracking
performance.
3.4.1 Repeating trials
Each repeating trial was presented once in each block. Because participants could
notice that they had seen repeating trials, we wanted to randomize trial starts for
each repeating trial, but we found out during data parsing, that we made error
in programming, so each repeating trial was presented in each block in exactly
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Figure 3.6: Difference between difficulty for repeating trials is not significant. We
can see a decrease of consistency (although non-significant) for medium trials.
Vertical lines denote confidence intervals in each category.
the same form. Three subjects (30% of participants) reported after experiment
that they noticed some trials were repeating, but they did not pay attention to
this fact.
3.4.2 Parsing data
We develop a heuristic for detecting blinks which used critical pupil size. This
heuristic caught most of blinks in trials. We probably missed some blinks, because
eye tracker is not accurate enough and pupil size of some blinks differ. We could
not use higher critical value because in some trials pupil size differ significantly up
to 70% of maximal pupil size. Some left out blinks would not affect NSS values
a lot, because NSS is resistant to outliers. We discussed another method which
computes numerical gradient and finds blinks by gradient value. This heuristic
would not suffer so much from eye tracker inaccuracy. Another possibility would
be to find blinks manually.
3.4.3 Statistics
We tested differences among trials using two one-way ANOVA (difference among
trial types and difficulty for repeating trials). Another option was to use two-
way ANOVA for testing, if interactions between trial type and difficulty were
significant. In our experiment we had used relatively small group of participants.
Because each participant could use different tracking strategy (some of them
reported that they were trying to use specific strategy for tracking) validity of
our findings could be affected.
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3.4.4 NSS as measurement
In our experiment, we used normalized scanpath saliency as measurement of
consistency one trajectory with others. With more scanpaths for creating fixation
map, robustness of NSS to outliers increases. We only used 4 blocks in our
experiment, so fixation map for each repeating trial was created from 3 scanpaths.
It would be better to use more blocks next time.
3.5 Conclusion
We realized an experiment in which we studied influence of number of distractors
on consistency of eye movements. It was shown that with increased number of
distractors, consistency of eye movements decreased. We introduced NSS method
for comparing eye movements and tried to describe meaning of its values. We
will try to answer the question how exactly distractors influence eye movements
in next chapter.
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4. Models of eye movements
The question how scanpaths are consistent in dependence on number of distrac-
tors leads to the question how eye movements are related to the position of the
objects. We wanted to find a formula which would predict eye movements. Our
second goal was to try to train neural network to predict eye movements and
compare this prediction with analytical model and behavioral data.
4.1 Related work on eye movements
There were several researches concerning eye movements strategies during MOT.
Our approach to modeling strategies was based on work of (Zelinsky & Neider,
2008) and doctoral thesis of Fehd (2009). We also used some findings from
Landry, Sheridan, and Yufik (2001)
Zelinsky and Neider (2008) studied eye movements during MOT in a realistic en-
vironment. They presented subjects a scene with 9 computer models of sharks
moving in aquarium. Subjects tracked 1-4 targets and eye movements were
recorded. Fixations were analyzed and each one was classified as either fixating
to the target, fixating to the distractor or as fixation to the centroid of targets.
They found out that tracking strategy people use depended on number of tracked
targets. If people track one target they tend to fixate on that target, if they were
tracking two or three targets they fixated the centroid of the targets. Interesting
finding was that for four targets, people spent more time fixating targets then the
centroid. Although people spent more time switching among targets then looking
at the centroid, fixating centroid lead to better tracking performance. Authors
hypothesized that we could find lost targets during tracking by comparing eye
fixations with centroid positions of subset of targets. They also stated that people
probably change strategies during tracking.
Fehd and Seiffert (2008) also studied strategies which could explain where par-
ticipants looked. She classified strategies into three types:
• No motion – subjects did not move their eyes and stayed at roughly same
position
• Tracking general motion – subjects pursued general motion of the targets
• Switching motion – subjects saccaded rapidly between targets.
They supported the original claim that people fixate centroid and discovered
that people have better tracking accuracy when fixating on centroid of targets
instead of switching between targets. By varying tracking speed they showed
that preferring smooth pursuit over saccading is not a result of saccadic suppres-
sion (Fehd & Seiffert, 2010). Fehd also created centroid-target-centroid strategy
which leads to better tracking accuracy when used. People following this strategy
switch between centroid and targets.
Landry et al. (2001) studied eye movements in airplane tracking. Participants
have to selected planes entering and leaving tracked area and have to spot colli-
sions. They found out that subjects spent more time looking on the planes which
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were going to collide then on planes flying safely.
The findings so far support hypothesis that people create from targets virtual
object (Yantis, 1992) and they fixate its center. We think that in simple config-
urations of MOT task, fixating on centroid could be good strategy. However in
configuration with more distractors, this strategy could be suboptimal.
4.2 Analytical models
As we discovered in the experiment, scanpaths are influenced by number of dis-
tractors. All the presented strategies work only with targets positions so they
would not explain this change of scanpath. We defined several natural conditions
that should valid tracking strategy entail:
• If one target is presented (no distractors), eyes should fixate on it
• If two targets are presented (no distractors), eyes should fixate somewhere
between them
• If three or more targets are presented (no distractors), eyes should fixate
into the convex hull of targets
• If we have target-target-distractor in one line, eyes should fixate nearer the
target with distractor nearby
We want to discuss only strategies which are supported by behavioral data. Cen-
troid looking strategy fulfills those criteria.






where T is a set of targets. We can compute centroid for all dots, not only targets,
we will refer to this strategy as all-centroid strategy.
In visual perception, when target and distractor gets close to each other in pe-
riphery, we can mix them up due to crowding phenomenon. We created several
strategies that try to minimize effect of crowding during tracking. We will denote
them as crowding minimizing strategies (or simply crowding strategies) which






















where T is set of targets and D is set of distractors. We used quadratic vari-
ant (4.2), because it could produce more plausible predictions. If we had only
two targets on coordinates (x, y) and (x+ n, y) and one distractor on coordinate
(x+ n
2
, y +m), where m,n are arbitrary values, linear variant would predict any
of points between (x, y) and (x+n, y) as equally plausible while quadratic would
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Figure 4.1: Difference between linear crowding and quadratic crowding strategy.
Crosses represent targets, circle represents distractor, and diamond represents
predicted eye locations. Linear crowding evaluates all three locations as equally
possible, while quadratic prefers central point.
predict point (x + n
2
, y). We can see difference between those two strategies on
Figure 4.1. As there were more objects in the real trials, there would be usu-
ally only one minimum. We could use other powers but the differences would
be smaller then eye tracker measurement error. We tried linear and quadratic
variants which maximized sum of ‖
~t−~d‖
‖~x−~t‖
but those strategies strongly preferred
targets over anything else so we did not test them further. Because people are
not able to keep identity of objects during tracking, we only measured distance
between targets and distractors and not between targets mutually. If two targets
occlude, it does not matter which one is which, so it is not important to minimize
this distance for successful tracking.
Because crowding occurs more on periphery then on the fovea, we tried variants
of crowding strategies which did not use all distractors D, but only those which






We had four variants of crowding strategies in total: linear, quadratic, linear with
Bouma’s distance cutoff, quadratic with Bouma’s distance cutoff.
We compared each of four crowding strategies with centroid strategy, all-centroid
strategy and constant strategy which predict all eye fixations into the center of
screen. We used NSS metric for comparison, because we wanted to get similar
values as in our experiment. NSS values were computed for all trajectories used
in repeating trials and we compared the predicted trajectory with fixation maps
consisting from eye trajectories from corresponding repeating trials. We can see
visualized predicted trajectories on Figure 4.2.
As Zelinsky and Neider (2008) pointed out, tracking strategy that people use
can be dependent on the type of task. In our experiment we changed number
of distractors, so we wanted to find out if consistency trajectories predicted by
strategies was dependent not only on the type of strategy, but on difficulty set-
tings as well. We computed NSS values for each strategy on repeating trials and


































































































Figure 4.2: Predicted eye positions for each strategy. Targets are green dots,
distractors are gray, red diamond represents predicted eye position. Heatmap
represents values of functions for crowding strategy (blue areas have minimal
value). In the middle plots we can see eye positions from experiment and centroid
strategy for comparsion. In this specific frame we can see that linear variant is
very similar to eye positions from experiment.
culty category). We used 7 types of strategies: four crowding strategies, centroid,
all-centroid and constant strategy. It turned out that NSS value is strongly de-
pendent on used strategy (F (6, 189) = 249.86, p < 0.001) and independent on
number of distractors (F (6, 189) = 1.68, p = 0.189). This means that prediction
strength of strategies differs and those strategies predict equally well indepen-
dently on number of distractors. There is no interaction between strategy and
number of distractors (F (6, 189) = 16.45, p = 0.156). This means that there is
not strategy that predicts significantly better for some difficulty category. We
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can see all results in Table 4.1. On Figure 4.3 we can see comparison of NSS
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
StrategyType 6 249.86 41.64 43.20 0.0000
Difficulty 2 3.25 1.62 1.68 0.1885
StrategyType:Difficulty 12 16.45 1.37 1.42 0.1588
Residuals 189 182.18 0.96
Table 4.1: Results of two-way ANOVA. We can see that consistency of predicted
trajectories is strongly dependent on used strategy.
values dependent on strategy and difficulty. Linear crowding strategy seems to
predict eye movements for all difficulty settings better then other strategies. Cut
off variants of crowding strategies predict eye movements better in trials with
more distractors (this difference was significant, e.g. for quadratic crowding dif-
ference between easy and hard trial was significant – t(15.40) = −2.54; p = 0.02).
We think that this could be explained by limited capabilities of visual system.
With increasing number of distractors, its computably demanding to process all
distractors, so only distractors in proximity of targets are processed.










Figure 4.3: Plot of NSS values dependent on strategy and difficulty settings (E
for easy, M medium and H for Hard). Linear crowding strategy have largest NSS
values.
We tested, how well predict linear crowding strategy eye movements in com-
parison with real eye trajectories. As we can see on Figure 4.4, consistency of
predicted trajectories by linear crowding strategy was similar as real eye data,
difference between them was not shown as statistically significant (F (2, 54) =
0.33, p = 0.566). It means that we can take trajectory predicted by linear crowd-
ing strategy and it will predict eye movements similarly well as real eye trajectory.
Whole results of ANOVA can be seen on Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.4: Differences between real eye data and linear crowding strategy. Dif-
ferences between eye and strategy are not significant. Vertical lines denote con-
fidence intervals in each category.
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
StrategyOrEye 1 0.64 0.64 0.33 0.5655
Difficulty 2 6.99 3.50 1.82 0.1711
StrategyOrEye:Difficulty 2 0.92 0.46 0.24 0.7875
Residuals 54 103.46 1.92
Table 4.2: Results of two-way ANOVA. Differences in consistency of predicted
trajectories between another eye data from repeating trial and between linear
crowding strategy were not significant.
4.2.1 Discussion
Linear crowding strategy has NSS values comparable to real scanpaths. It means
that if we want to predict where a participant will look on the frame, we could
use either eye positions from another repeating trial of the same configuration, or
we can use scanpath predicted by linear crowding strategy. We do not claim that
linear crowding strategy is biologically plausible, minimization of Equation 4.1
uses all distractors, but as we found out, prediction of cut off versions of crowd-
ing strategies increases with number of distractors. It would be a logical step to
modify experiment and see, if there is a threshold in number of distractors, where
crowding strategies without cut off would be worse then cut off versions. Tracking
accuracy was good even for many distractors (see Table 3.1), so we could still use
MOT to prove this claim.
Our dot trajectories used in MOT were generated randomly. If we compute cen-
troid of targets, it will remain near the center of the rectangle, in which targets
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moved. Differences between strategies will be relatively small, so it will be good
idea to try to create dot trajectories, which differ more significantly.
In our crowding strategy, we only use dot positions in current frame. We did not
encompass previous positions because as stated before, people probably did not
predict dot positions during tracking (Alvarez et al., 2005) and we wanted to cre-
ated strategies similar to centroid strategy which uses information with current
frame only as well.
Linear crowding strategy mainly explains variability of eye movements using
smooth pursuit. Switching between several places is modelled only, if two lo-
cal minima are in two nonadjacent places and in each frame one of them became
minimal. This situation however occurs rarely so in general linear crowding strat-
egy can not predict eye movements which switch between several places. We will
discuss another possible strategies in general discussion.
4.3 Neural network models
Linear crowding strategy can be used for predicting eye movements very well.
We wanted to try out, if we can train neural networks using behavioral data
to predict eye movements. It should be possible, because if can tracking strat-
egy be expressed as function of dot positions, neural network should be able
to approximate this function. In real scenarios, human eye movements do not
follow some simple strategy, but they contain many unpredictable artifacts e.g.
participant may get tired and look to some random part of the screen. One
of the common hardly predictable patterns in eye movements is rescue saccade.
Zelinsky and Todor (2010) found out that people during tracking tend to make
rescue saccades - saccades to targets which are in danger of being lost because
of occlusion. We will consider such artifacts in movements as noise. We expect
that learning such patterns would be hard, so we had to develop some methods
for preprocessing the data to reduce the noise. For creating and training neu-
ral networks, we used Neural Network Toolbox for MATLAB (Demuth & Beale,
1992).
4.3.1 Description of Neural Network Toolbox
Neural Network Toolbox is a collection of functions and objects for using neural
networks. It has functions for every step of using neural networks - from prepar-
ing data to predicting output for unknown dataset. We can use it to create many
different network types like simple perceptron, multi-layer perceptron, RBF net-
works, LVQ networks or even some recurrent networks like Hopfield’s network.
We can select many parameters of neural network like number of hidden neurons
and layers, activation functions between layers, performance functions for evalu-
ating error of networks and most importantly we can select from many different
learning algorithms. It includes functions for data normalization which are auto-
matically applied to the new set of data if selected. Toolbox divides data set into
train/validation/test and we can set this ratio. Toolbox uses graphical output
and/or output to the console, so it can be easily used in some script or in the
function.
For our purposes we used MLP network. Neural Network toolbox has efficient
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built-in algorithms for training MLP network. Learning can be done either batch
training - all weights are adjusted after presenting all training data or incremental
training - networks adapts its weights after each sample. In general batch learning
is usually more efficient but requires more memory. Both batch and incremen-
tal training have parameters which control conditions when training should stop.
Most important criteria to stop learning are:
• maximum number of cycles of training algorithm
• minimal performance error between network outputs and desired outputs
from dataset
• minimal gradient of learning function during training
• maximum number of succeeding error increase in validation set
• maximal time for which a network can learn
There are many built-in learning algorithms available. It is recommended to use
Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) algorithm for small and medium sized networks and
scaled conjugate gradient for large networks. It is possible to use more then one
hidden layer, but its approximation capabilities are nearly same as MLP network
with one hidden layer.
4.3.2 Description of used MLP network
In all our experiments we used neural network with one hidden layer with 30-50
neurons. We wanted to train MLP network to predict eye positions for current
frame, so our output layer has 2 neurons (x and y coordinates) and input layer
has 2n neurons where n is number of dots (each dot has two coordinates). First
8 neurons were positions of the targets (x1, y1, . . . , x4, y4). Neural networks can
work only with inputs of fixed length so we could not use all eye trials as training
data, because we had different number of distractors in each trial. We decided
to use only trials with configuration 4:4, because this configuration is commonly
used in MOT experiments. We used random and changing trials for training
the MLP network and repeating trials were used for testing and computing NSS
values. Even with this constraint on number of distractors, we had very large
data set. We had 46 trials with configuration 4:4, each trial had 1850 samples,
so we had data set with more than 80000 samples. Because eye tracker recorded
approximately three samples for each video frame, we used only 1
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of eye data,
because we did not want to have duplicates in out training set.
We used L-M algorithm for batch training, tangent sigmoid as activation function
and mean square error without regularization as performance function. Tangent
sigmoid has similar properties as logistic sigmoid and it was preset in toolbox.
Before learning, data was mapped to interval (-1,1) and randomly divided into
train, validation and test sets in ration 0.70 : 0.15 : 0.15.
4.3.3 Learning artificial data
Before we tried to learn MLP network to predict eye movements, we decided to
create some artificial data and see, if neural network were capable of learning
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analytical strategies presented in previous section. We created three artificial
datasets, on which we trained neural network. They were based on strategies
which could explain eye movements during tracking:
• centroid strategy dataset – outputs of centroid strategy dataset was created
from data by averaging values of x and y coordinates of targets.
• switching strategy dataset – outputs of switching strategy dataset was creat-
ed from data by dividing targets into two subsets and, computing centroids
of those two subsets and then each switch between them each 20 frames
• linear crowding dataset – outputs of linear crowding dataset was computed
using linear crowding strategy
All datasets used same randomly generated matrix with inputs (50000 samples).
We expected that MLP network should learn centroid strategy perfectly, but
it should not be able to learn switching between targets. Switching between
targets is a strategy which incorporates time information. If we had two exact
succeeding frames and in each frame eyes were fixating on different centroid,
we could not predict, where subject would look without time information, how
long he has fixated on one target. Crowding strategy was expected hard to
learn as well, because MLP network can approximate only continuous functions.
We computed crowding strategy numerically for each frame, so it appears to
network as noncontinuous function (if there are two local minima in distant areas
of visual fields then even small difference in dot position can lead to switching gaze
between those minima). Another problem with learning linear crowding strategy
is its unboundedness: We can express linear crowding strategy for n dots as
function of n + 2 parameters x, y,~t1, . . . ,~tk, ~d1, . . . , ~dn−k, where k is number of
targets (4 in our case), ~ti are coordinates of i-th target, ~di are coordinates of
i-th distractor. Function is not defined for cases where ‖~ti − ~dj‖ = 0 for some
i, j and its value approaches infinity for inputs where targets and distractors




= ∞). Results show that MLP network (30 neurons in
hidden layer, L-M training algorithm, without regularization) was able to learn
centroid strategy very accurate (mean error on test dataset was < 10−7), but
it was not able to learn switching at all (mean error on test dataset was ∼10)
and it learned crowding strategy poorly (mean error on test dataset was ∼1).
Differences between crowding strategy and predicted outputs sometimes differed
more then 6◦. We tried MLP network with more neurons in hidden layer and
used other training algorithms, but it did not improve the performance. Often
used technique for increasing learning capabilities of neural networks is to add




2 for inputs x1
and x2), but it increased size of input layer quadratically (we had 16 inputs, so
this operation adds 162 more) and we were not able to train this network even
with fast training algorithms.
Training MLP network on artificial data has shown that neural networks should
learn some pattern in eye movements (centroid) but it could have problems with
more complex strategies. In order to successfully train neural network to predict
eye movements, we had to use some techniques to reduce noise in the data.
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4.3.4 Smoothing the data
Typical eye data during MOT usually can not be explained only by simple track-
ing strategy. People typically do a lot of unpredictable movements and we have
to simplify data in order to successfully train neural network. Our first approach
was smoothing the data. Smoothing is process of approximating data with some
function. We tried to use following algorithms for smoothing (their main differ-
ence is selection of approximation function) :
• Moving average – Moving average is simple method for smoothing data.
Each value of xi and yi coordinates is substituted by mean of k/2 preceding
and k/2 succeeding values.
• Savitzky–Golay smoothing filter – Savitzky and Golay (1964) created method
similar to moving average, but coefficients for neighbours’ values are com-
puted from unweighted linear least-squares regression and a polynomial
model of specified degree. Main advantage against moving average is that
SG filter preserves features of the distribution (minima, maxima, etc.).
• Local regression (loess) – Cleveland (1979) have proposed method for smooth-
ing data using local regression which weights neighbours’ values with a 2nd
degree polynomial model. Robust version of loess assigns lower weights to
the outliers.
There are other smoothing functions, but our goal was not to find an ideal smooth-
ing function, but only to find one, which reduces unwanted eye movements. We
compared smoothed data from each algorithm and decided to use robust version
of local regression (rloess), because it smoothened most unwanted eye movements
like rescue saccades. Typical result of smoothing functions can be seen on Figure
4.5.
Smoothing was able to remove most of the eye movements, which could make
learning more difficult, but it had problem with those eye trajectories which
switch between several places (typically between two places). We could increase
degree of polynom for rloess to create straight line from switching eye movements,
but it would lead to the loss of information in non-switching eye data. We decided
to find and discard trajectories with too much switching. Saccade between two
places leads to a big change in position in small time. We computed numerical





|~gy| for each trajectory, where ~gx and ~gy are numerical gradients
for x coordinates and y coordinates. We visualized data and set threshold value
g = 150 for trajectories with too much switching. We can see typical trajectory
with too much switching and gradient values on Figure 4.6. This data reduction
discarded 25% of the trajectories, but it still left enough data for training.
4.3.5 Increasing variability and rounding outputs
The variability of data set for MLP network was very low. Dot positions and eye
positions in each two succeeding frames differed only a little. In order to train the
network successfully we had to increase the variability of data. New data could
be created simply by permuting targets and distractors. Network should predict
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Figure 4.5: Results of smoothing the data set with several algorithms. Red line
represents original data and blue line represents data after smoothing. For our
purposes is most suitable robust version of local regression (rloess).
eye movements correctly if we have inputs in order x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3 . . . , x8, y8 or
x2, y2, x1, y1, x3, y3, . . . , x8, y8. Without this operation, network would learn order
of the inputs which could lead to the poor performance. We had to permute
inputs separately among targets and among distractors, if we changed order of
x4, y4 and x5, y5, we would get different scene, because network would predict
eye position based on three targets and one distractor. Permuting input lead to
increase of data (4!4!n, where n is number of samples in original data set), so we
used only portion of data of each permutation.
As stated before, eyes have natural dispersion so two fixations close to each other
could differ only because of inaccuracy if in motor system of an eye. We decided
to round outputs down to the precision step of 0.25◦. This classification was quite
rough, but we wanted to compute NSS value, so we would round those values to
the bins anyway.
4.3.6 Enlarging dataset for testing
Because we could use only trials with 4:4 configuration, we got just a small
dataset, which we could use for testing. In order to get more robust results, we
decided to create new data using symmetry of the visual field. We could get 3
new trajectories from each trajectory in dataset using axial symmetry (horizontal,
vertical and combination of both). For example, if we had trajectory with dot
positions ~x1, ~y1 . . . , ~xn, ~yn and eye positions eyex,eyey, we could get a new sample
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Figure 4.6: Example of eye movements with a lot switching between several
places. If we smooth this function, it would differ too much from original eye
data. In left column we can see trajectories in time, in the right plot are computed
values of the gradient of trajectory.
~x1,−~y1 . . . , ~xn,−~yn, eyex,−eyey using horizontal symmetry.
4.3.7 CrowdMOT02 experiment
In order to get a unique dataset for testing neural network, we created a new
MOT tracking experiment with similar parameters as CrowdMOT. We will refer
to it as CrowdMOT02. This experiment was only used for collecting validation
data, so no hypotheses were formulated.
Differences between CrowdMOT and CrowdMOT02
In CrowdMOT02 experiment 40 trials divided into 4 blocks were presented to
participants. We only needed small dataset, so we had three participants only.
There were two types of trial: repeating and random. They were same as in
CrowdMOT experiment (we did not use changing trials). In each block there
were 6 repeating trials and 4 random trials. All trials have 4:4 configuration,
so there were no difficulty categories. All other parameters were same as in
CrowdMOT experiment.
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Data parsing and analytical strategies
We have to exclude 4% of data because of eye tracker error. As a criterion for
blink removal, we used threshold pupil size. Overall tracking accuracy was 90%
(lowest accuracy was 87.5%) so we did not have to exclude any participant.
We computed analytical strategies and as we can see on Figure 4.7, NSS values for
strategies are similar as NSS values for easy task in in CrowdMOT experiment.
Figure 4.7: Plot of NSS values for dependent on strategy and difficulty settings.
NSS values look similar as in CrowdMOT experiment. We added NSS values of




We trained neural network (with structure described in previous part) for each
combination of presented data adjusting. Following combinations were tried:
• Use of raw data
• Smoothing data using rloess
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• Removal of the data with too much switching (using gradient threshold as
stated before)
For each of three variant we varied following operations:
• No operation
• Permutation of the data
• Rounding outputs
• Permutation of the data and rounding outputs
Last parameter we varied was the size of the hidden layer, we used 30 and 50
neurons so we trained 3×4×2 MLP networks in total. For each trained network
NSS values were computed. Fixation map for computing NSS was created from
repeating trials same as for analytical models. Training of networks took several
days because of limited access to computers with Neural toolbox installed, so we
were able to train each network only once. We are aware that those results could
be affected by random initialization of weights, so it would be correct to run those
calculations several times to get more robust results.
Testing networks
We tested values on two datasets: enlarged dataset from original CrowdMOT
experiment and dataset from CrowdMOT02 experiment. Because same method
was used for trajectory generation in both cases, we expected the same results.
We can see results for CrowdMOT dataset on Table 4.3 and results for sec-
ond experiment on Table 4.4. We could not compute analysis of variance on
those results, because we did not have enough samples, however we are able to
see differences between prediction strength of trained MLP network. We will
use notation mean(Subset) = val, which represents mean value of rows in ta-
ble from specified subset. For dataset from CrowdMot experiment, we got best
results for networks which used permuted inputs for training and had round-
ed outputs (mean(PermutedAndRounded) = 1.282). Smoothing helped a little
(mean(SmoothAndGrad ∨ SmoothOnly) = 1.185, mean(Raw) = 1.004), where-
as the increase of number of neurons in hidden layer did not improve prediction, it
even led to worse values of NSS (mean(30) = 1.190, mean(50) = 1.059). Analysis
of second dataset showed similar results - best operation was permutation of sam-
ples and rounding outputs (mean(PermutedAndRounded) = 1.324), more neu-
rons in hidden size did not help (mean(30) = 0.912, mean(50) = 0.474). In this
dataset, smoothing had no effect on training the network (mean(SmoothAndGrad∨
SmoothOnly) = 0.670, mean(Raw) = 0.739).
It seems that if we take permuted and smoothed samples with rounded outputs as
a training set, we will get best results (mean(PermutedAndRounded∨(¬Raw)) =
1.469, mean was taken from both tables). Mean NSS value for predicted trajecto-
ries by trained MLP network was worse than NSS value of trajectories predicted
by centroid strategy (as we can see on Figure 4.3). It means that trajectories
created by centroid strategy were more consistent with eye data than those tra-
jectories predicted by trained neural network.
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TypeInput TypeOperation HiddenSize NSS
1 SmoothAndGrad NoOperation 30 0.89
2 SmoothAndGrad Rounded 30 1.71
3 SmoothAndGrad Permuted 30 1.15
4 SmoothAndGrad PermutedAndRounded 30 1.36
5 SmoothAndGrad NoOperation 50 0.96
6 SmoothAndGrad Rounded 50 0.89
7 SmoothAndGrad Permuted 50 1.07
8 SmoothAndGrad PermutedAndRounded 50 1.35
9 SmoothOnly NoOperation 30 0.96
10 SmoothOnly Rounded 30 1.10
11 SmoothOnly Permuted 30 1.05
12 SmoothOnly PermutedAndRounded 30 1.58
13 SmoothOnly NoOperation 50 0.95
14 SmoothOnly Rounded 50 1.27
15 SmoothOnly Permuted 50 1.28
16 SmoothOnly PermutedAndRounded 50 1.38
17 Raw NoOperation 30 0.83
18 Raw Rounded 30 1.38
19 Raw Permuted 30 1.24
20 Raw PermutedAndRounded 30 1.03
21 Raw NoOperation 50 0.82
22 Raw Rounded 50 0.84
23 Raw Permuted 50 0.90
24 Raw PermutedAndRounded 50 1.00
Table 4.3: Summary of mean NSS values for each trained network using enlarged
data from CrowdMOT experiment. Permuting and rounding data with combina-
tion of smoothing data had best influence on scanpaths prediction. More neurons
in hidden layer did not have an influence on prediction. Three best values are
displayed in bold.
4.3.9 Discussion
We were able to train neural network to predict eye movements for MOT task.
If we computed NSS values (with fixation map created from repeating trials) for
predicted trajectories, we get smaller values than we got for centroid strategy.
We found two possible explanations of this phenomenon.
First, it could mean that we did not remove all of the noise in data, so network
could not learn tracking strategy properly. If there were some artifacts unrelat-
ed to dot position in current frame, it would provide misleading training data
and network would stop its training because of validation checks. This claim is
supported by fact that best operation that increased prediction capabilities of
the network was permuting the data which generated more training samples and
helped to better discriminate noise in the data. It would be possible to use a
technique with visual field symmetry as another operation which we could use for
increasing variability in data, but we wanted to have some method for enlarging
dataset for testing. If we had more data, it would be a good idea to use this
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TypeInput TypeOperation HiddenSize NSS
1 SmoothAndGrad NoOperation 30 0.12
2 SmoothAndGrad Rounded 30 0.81
3 SmoothAndGrad Permuted 30 0.56
4 SmoothAndGrad PermutedAndRounded 30 1.33
5 SmoothAndGrad NoOperation 50 -0.14
6 SmoothAndGrad Rounded 50 -0.18
7 SmoothAndGrad Permuted 50 0.92
8 SmoothAndGrad PermutedAndRounded 50 1.13
9 SmoothOnly NoOperation 30 -0.12
10 SmoothOnly Rounded 30 0.84
11 SmoothOnly Permuted 30 1.73
12 SmoothOnly PermutedAndRounded 30 1.61
13 SmoothOnly NoOperation 50 -0.20
14 SmoothOnly Rounded 50 0.50
15 SmoothOnly Permuted 50 1.11
16 SmoothOnly PermutedAndRounded 50 0.71
17 Raw NoOperation 30 -0.13
18 Raw Rounded 30 0.70
19 Raw Permuted 30 1.87
20 Raw PermutedAndRounded 30 1.63
21 Raw NoOperation 50 -0.20
22 Raw Rounded 50 -0.20
23 Raw Permuted 50 0.71
24 Raw PermutedAndRounded 50 1.54
Table 4.4: Summary of mean NSS values for each trained network using data from
CrowdMOT02 experiment. Permuting and rounding data had best influence on
scanpaths prediction. Smoothing did not have influence on prediction. More
neurons in hidden layer did not have an influence on prediction. Three best
values are displayed in bold.
method for increasing variability.
Second, tracking strategy could be too complex for MLP network to learn. We
were able to train network properly for centroid strategy but we were unsuc-
cessful for crowding strategy. MLP networks should be able to learn continuous
functions with real valued bounded range, but we showed that linear crowding
strategy has unbounded range. This could mean, that more sophisticated strate-
gies which explain tracking better than centroids can not be learned by neural
networks.
One of possibilities for improvement would be to use time delay neural networks
which are often used for time series prediction. They have same structure as
MLP networks, but instead of one sample we present last k samples as input.
Although this could help with learning some sophisticated tracking strategies, we
did not want to use time information for learning. Predicting eye position based
only on positions of objects helps us determine if tracking could be explained only
by positions of dots in the frame. Predicted trajectories from MLP network are
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comparable with analytical strategies, because they work with same information,
time delay neural networks have extra information about last positions of dots.
Performance of neural networks was worse than analytical model for predicting
trajectories, but because of high explaining capabilities of analytical models, it
would be surprising if neural networks predicted trajectories even better.
4.4 General discussion and conclusion
We have studied eye movements during tracking several objects and tried to ap-
proach modelling eye movements during MOT using analytical models and neural
networks model. We only tried to predict eye positions based on positions of ob-
jects in each frame. Our proposed linear crowding strategy explained variability of
eye movements comparably well as real eye movements. This does not mean that
eye movements follow presented strategy, but only that human eye movements
tracking strategy can be approximated by our artificial strategy. Our strategy
proposes that eye movements are influenced not only by targets, but also by dis-
tractors. Difference in tracking performance for crowding strategy over centroid
strategy can be seen in trials with many distractors, where people have to deal
with increased crowding. There are several drawbacks of our analytical models.
Because linear crowding could be noncontinuous (because of rounding used for
speeding up computation), it could predict two areas distant from each other.
This behavior is not biologically plausible, because saccading from one place to
another is costly (no data is processed during saccades), so people sometimes
could look at place with non-optimal value instead of moving to optimum. It
would be interesting to encompass time information (i.e. add information about
last positions) into the model to make it more robust and hopefully it would lead
to better prediction.
Another possible approach would be by modelling eye movements using bayesian
probability. For each point x, y of visual field, we could assign probability P (~xi|~xj)
of changing eye movements from position ~xi to position ~xj. Then we would be
able to sample eye trajectories from this distribution. However, it is unclear how
to include dots positions into probability distribution. If we simply normalize
values from linear crowding strategy into probability distribution, NSS values
of inferred trajectories would not be too different from original linear crowding
strategy, because smoothing scanpaths with Gaussian would minimize differences.
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Conclusion
In our study, psychological experiment was successfully conducted and consisten-
cy of eye trajectories during repeated presentations of same trials were studied.
We have found out that if we increase number of distractors, consistency of eye
trajectories will decrease. Trajectories were compared using NSS metric, which
was widely described and it was presented with visualization of comparison of two
trajectories. Several strategies were proposed which relate tracking strategy not
only with target positions but with distractors position as well. Those strategies
were compared and best results were obtained for linear crowding strategy. This
strategy explains variability of eye movements significantly better then centroid
strategy which predicts eye position from targets only. Linear crowding strategy
has some limitations. Because it is an unbounded function, neural network was
not able to learn this strategy properly. However when the network was trained
to predict eye positions from behavioral data, it was able to predict eye posi-
tions little worse than centroid strategy (which can be learned be neural network
very well). Modified version of CrowdMOT experiment was replicated to get
more data for testing neural network models. In order to train networks, data
was smoothed to remove artifacts in eye trajectories unrelated to dot positions.
Important operation on data was permuting the inputs; it increased prediction
significantly. Another contribution of our work was the development of heuristics
for finding blinks in behavioral data.
We hope this study contributed to better understanding of processes behind track-
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• Table 3.1 – Descriptive statistics of tracking accuracy for difficulty cate-
gories
• Table 3.2 – Descriptive statistics of trial types
• Table 4.1 – Results of two-way ANOVA for strategies comparison
• Table 4.2 – Results of two-way ANOVA for comparison linear crowding
strategy and real eye data
• Table 4.3 – Mean NSS values for trained networks using dataset from
CrowdMOT experiment




• ANN – Artificial neural networks
• L-M – Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
• MLP – Multi-Layer Perceptron
• MOT – Multiple object tracking
• NSS – Normalized scanpath saliency
• RT – Reaction time
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Attachment 1 – Czech
translation of crucial terms
There is a lack of Czech literature concerning topics covering distributed atten-
tion, crowding and eye movements. We propose translation of several crucial
terms and we hope that with increasing interest in modelling of cognitive pro-
cesses, some consensus in terminology can be achieved.
• Multiple object tracking – sledováńı v́ıce objekt̊u
• Crowding – st́ısněńı
• Scanpath – zkoumaná cesta
• Normalized scanpath saliency – salience normalizované zkoumané cesty
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Attachment 2 – Description of
the source code and the data
We’d like to briefly introduce key parts of our source code, more detailed docu-
mentation can be found on attached cd.
We programmed our experiment in MATLAB with Psychtoolbox-3 and Neural
Network toolbox (version 7.0.3) installed. Both toolboxes are necessary for cor-
rect functioning of the program.
Source code could be divided into three main parts:
1. Experiment – code used for preparing data for the experiment (generating
dot trajectories and experiment protocols), for main presentation part of
the experiment and for parsing measured eye movements. This part require
only Psychtoolbox-3 installed.
2. NSS computation and strategies – code used for computing NSS values and
for generating analytical strategies. This part requires only Psychtoolbox-3
installed.
3. Machine learning – code used for training neural networks. This part re-
quires both Psychtoolbox-3 and Neural network toolbox installed.
Experiment can be run without eye tracker, but it will serve only as illustration
of real experiment, because eye data were crucial in our research. Each part has
several main functions.
1. There are three main functions in Experiment part
• PrepareExperiment - function which creates experimental protocols
and generates trajectories. It should be run first, if we want to prepare
data for new experiment
• StartExperiment - main method for administrating experiment, it
visualizes trajectories and collects responses from participant
• SaveAsMat - function which parses data from experiment and saves
them as .mat files which are used for computation of NSS values and
for machine learning.
2. There is one main function in NSS computation part
• ComputeAllNSS - Prepare fixation map for all trials (fixation maps are
in source code denoted as scanpath space) and computes NSS values
for trials. It also computes analytical strategies and compares them
using NSS metric. All results saves into the file.
3. There is one main function in Machine learning part
• Start - Prepares training data for neural networks using several op-
erations as mentioned in text. Trains neural networks on this data
and validates it using datasets from CrowdMOT and CrowdMOT02
experiment.
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Code in each part uses shared configuration for easier modification. There is
more detailed documentation on the attached cd. Each function is document-
ed and this documentation can be viewed using standard MATLAB function
help functionname or if we want to see all description of all functions in current
directory we can type help(cd) which loads information from Contents.m file.
All experiment data can be found on the attached cd. There are several main
.mat files which contains all experiment results.
• eyeData.mat – contains parsed eye trajectories from experiment. All eye
trajectories have normalized length to 7400ms and do not contain blinks.
• trackData.mat – contains all dot trajectories from trials used in experi-
ment.
• response.mat – contains participants’ responses from experiment
• nsspath.mat – contains NSS values for all trials
• nsspath_strategy.mat – contains NSS values for all strategies
Trained neural networks and inputs which were used for training are on the cd
as well.
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